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7 PACJFIC COAST FEDERATION 
FISHERMN'S ASSOCIATIONS, et aI.,

No. e 02-2006 SBA

Related Case No.
e 00-01955 SBA

ORDER

Plaintiffs

UNED STATES BUREAU OF
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14 Tils matter comes before the Court on Plaintiff' Motion for Summar Judgment [Doc. 147J,

Defendats.

15 the Federal Defendants' Cross-Motion for Summar Judgment (Doc. 166], the Water Users' Cross-

16 Motion for Summary Judgment [Doc. 167], Yurok Tribes Motion for Summar Judgment (Doc. 144),
17 and Hoopa Valley Tribes Motion for Summar Judgment on the Four Claim for Relief (Doc. 157].
18 Having read and considered the arguments and evidence presented to the Court in the papers submitted

19 by the paries and at the telephonic hearing held on June 5, 2003, the Cour hereby GRAS IN PART

20 and DENIS IN PART Plaintiffs' Motion for Summar Judgment, GRAS IN PART AND DENIS

21 IN PART the Federal Defendants' Cross-Motion for Summary Judgment, GRAS IN PART 

22 DENffS IN PART the Water Users' Cross-Motion for Summar Judgment, DENIES Yurok Tribe

23 Motion for Summar Judgment and DENffS Hoopa Valley Tribes Motion for Summary Judgment.

24 Back round

The Klamath Project

26 The present litigation concerns the operation of the Klamath Reclamation Project (lithe Project"
27 for the years 2002-2012. The U.S, Bureau of Reclamation (the "BOR") manages the Klamath

28 Reclamation Project which covers approximately 200000 miles in Norter California and Southern
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Oregon. See Kandra v, United States, 145 F.Supp.2d 1192 1196 (D.Or. 2001), Water collects in the

Upper Klamath Lae ("UKL"), which is relatively shallow and has a limited storage capacity available

for use during dr years. Water is drawn from UK into the Project via the A-canal, which sits above

Link River Dam. Link River Dam reguates the flow of water into the lower Klamath River. Link River

Dam is the first in a series of dams in the Project, the last being the Iron Gate Dam. From Iron Gate

Dam, the Klamath River flows into the Pacific Ocean.

The BOR determines the level, timing, and rate of water flow though the Klamath Project. 
managing the Project, the BOR must balance many interests and obligations, all potentially competing

for the same'valuable, butlimìted, resource. Puruant to contrct authoried by the Reclamation Act

the Project provides irgation water to fanners and communities in the area. Additionally, water from

the Project supports two national wildlife refuges, the Lower Klamath and Tue Lae National Wildlife

Refuges. The BOR must also preserve the trbal resources of three Native American Tribes whose

terrtory falls within the Project-- the Hoopa, Klamath, and Yurok Tribes. See Pacific Coast Federation

of Fishermen IAssociations v. U.S. BureauofRecIamation138 F.Supp.2d 1228 1231 (N.CaL2001);
see also Patterson v. h Water Users Protective ft.ssl1.204 F.3d 1206 1213 (9th Cir. 2000) (citing
United States v. Adair, 723 F.3d 1394, 1408- 1415 (9th eir. 1983)). The preservation of trbal

resources includes protection of the coho salmon and maintaining the trbes' water rights. See Kandra

v. U.S.. 145. F.Supp.2d 1192 1197 (D.Or. 2001) Additionally, the Project must comply with the

Endangere Species Act (IIESA"), Title 16 C. section 1531 et seq.because its terrtory encompasses

the habitat of the coho salmon, a theatened species under the Endagered Species Act. 62 Fed.Reg.

24588, 24592 (May 6, 1997).The coho salmon populate the waters below the Iron Gate Darn in the

Klamath River and its tributaries, and the Klamath River from Iron Gate Dam to the Pacific Ocea has

23 been designated critical habitat for the coho salmon.

Requirements Under the ESA

25 Under the ESA, the Project is prohibited from engaging in any action that is likely to "jeopardize

27 I The Ninth Circuit has found that the interestS of the Tribes as well as compliance with the ESA
take precedence over contractS with irrgators under the Reclamation Act. See Patterson , 204 F.3d at

28 1213-14.
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the continued existence of' an endangered or theatened species or reult in "destrcton or adverse

modification of [the designated critical habitat].16 U. C. 1536(a)(2). An action "jeopardizes the

continued existence" of a species when the action "reasonably would be expected, directly or indirectly,

to reduce appreciably the likelihood of both the survival and recovery of a listed species in the wild by

reducing the reproduction, numbers, or distrbution of tht species." 50 C. R. 402.02. An action

results in "destrction or adverse modification" when the action results in a "direct or indirect alteration

that appreciably diminishes the value of critical habitat for both the surival and recovery of a listed

8 species.1I 

Whenever an agency undertakes an action tæt "may affect" a species listed as theatened under

the ESA, it must pursue consultation with the United States Fish and Wildlife Service ("FWS") or the

National Marie Fish Service (the "NMFS"). Th agency proposing the action (the "acting agencymay

prepare a "biological assessment" ("BA") to evaluate the potential effects of a proposed action. 50

R. 402.12(a). As par of the formal consultation process, the consulting agency wil issue a

biological opinion" detailing how the proposed action wil affect the listed species. 16 U.

g1536(b )(3 )(A). If the NMFS or the FWS deteIrnes tlJat the agency action wil jeopardize or adversely

modify the species or its critical habitat, the NMS or the FWS wil suggest reasonable and prudent

alterntives ("RP As that "avoid the likeliood of jeopardizing the contiued exitence of listed species

or result in the destrction or modification of critical habitat. II 50 C. R. 402.02; see also 16 U.

1536(a)(2); 16 U.S.c. 9 I 536(b)(a)(3). In evaluatig whether a proposed action is likely to avoid

jeopary or destroy or modify a critical habitat, the NMFS or the FWS must evaluate the "effects of the

action," along with the "cumulative effecsll on the species. 50 C. R. 402. 14(g)(3). "'Effects of the

action' refers to the direct and indirect effects of an action on the species or critical habitat, together with

the effects of other activities that are interelated or interdependent with that action, that wil be added

to the environmental baseline. The environmental baseline includes...the anticipated impact of all

proposed Federal projects in the action area tht have already Uldergone...consultation, and the impact

of State or private actions which are contemporaeous with the consultation in process. Indirect effect

are those that are caused by the proposed acton and are later in time, but are stil reasonably cerin 

occu, " 50 C. R. 402.02. 'IICumulative effects' are those effectS of future St:te or private activities,
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1 not involving Federal activities, that are reasonably certin to occur withn the action area of the Federal

action subject to consultation. II 

If the NMFS or the FWS detennines that the proposed action or the RP A wil not jeoparize 

species, but may result in the tang of a theatened species that is incidental to the agency action, the

NMS or the FWS provides an "incidental tae stateent" (lilTS" along with the biological opinion.

16 U. c. 9 1536(b)( 4)(i)-(iii). The ITS specifies the impact of such incidental taking on the speces and

RP As that are necessar or appropriate to minmize such impact. 16 U. C. 1536(b)(4),

History of the BOR's Operating Plans and Compliance with ESA Requirements

. 9 Begirming in 1995, the BOR began issuing annual operating plan detailing, inter alia the

10 minimum flow levels in the Klamath River below the Iron Gate Dam. The plans specifically provided

11 for flows in tenns of cubic feet per second ("cfs ) of water, The flows were planed upon weekly 

12 monthy periods, based upon hydrological conditions for the year; e. , Above Average, Below Average

13 Dry, and Critically Dry. These classifications were based upon estimates received from the Natual

14 Resources Conservation Serice. Generally: thf. accurcy of the estimates increased in temporal

15 proximity to the planed action.

16 Since 1995, the BOR has also been attmpting to prepare a multiple-year operating plan,

17 including a biological assessment as required under the ESA. Before issuing the multi-year plan, the

18 BOR consulted with Thomas Hardy, Ph.D. of the NMFS, to complete a comprehensive review of the

19 statu of all anadromous fish in the Klamath River. In August of 1999, Dr, Hardy released "Phase I" of

20 his report, ("Hardy Phase I"), which recommended certin interim minimum flow levels necessary 

21 protect the anadomous fish in the Klamath River. However, the Phase I report was only an interim

22 report because fuer testing and analysis was desired, in particular site-specific studies. In November

23 of 200 1, Dr. Hardy releaed the draft version of the Phase II Report (the "2001 Hardy Draft Report"

24 That version included site-specific studies and fuer analysis. The 2001 Hardy Draft Report ha not

25 been issued in its final form,

26 In 2000, the BOR issued an operating plan which instituted varous flow levels. However, the

27 BOR did not seek formal consultation of the plan as required by the ESA. The Pacific eoast Federation

28 of Fishennens Associations C'PCFFA"), brought suit in this Cour challenging the BOR's 2000 plan.
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On April 3, 2001, the Cour grted peFFA's motion for summar judgment. See Pacifi Coast

Federation of Fishermens Association v. U.S. Bureau of Reclamation138 F.Supp.2d at 1247. The

Court found tht " d]espite the weight which the Ninth Circuit repeatedly has placed upon th procedurl

requirements of the ESA, it is clear that th Bureau of Reclamations failed to comply with these

requirements before implementing its 2000 Opertions Plan for the Klamath Project." kh at 1243.

Based on the substantial violation of the ESA's procedural requirements, the Court determined tht 

injunction was appropriate. Thus, the Cour enjoined the BOR from sending water irrgation deliveries

from the Project if the flows drpped below certain minimum amounts. See id.at 1250.

In order to determine what levels were appropriate, the Cour looked to the best science available.

The Cour determined that the best science available at the time was the Hardy Phase I reort.

[The Hardy] Phase I report was based upon extensive input from the
members of a techncal team, inluding Bureau ofRec1amation staff and
was created specifically to addess the situation which the Bureau [BOR]
apparently still is confonting, namely, the need to present instream flow
recommendations without completed site-specific studies. Neither the
Bureau nor Intervenor directthe Cour to any better sciene. Nor do they
offer a counter proposal concering tl1e tye of injunction that should 
entered.

requirements of the ESA.

Id. at 1249-50. By its tenns, the order was to expire when the BOR adopted a plan which met the

On April 6, 2001, thee days aft the Cour issued its Order, the NMFS issued a biological

opinion (th "2001 NMS Biological Opiniondiscussing the on-going impact of the Project on, inter

alia coho salon. The 2001 NMS BiologicaJ Opinion concluded that the low flow levels proposed

by the BOR for 200 were likely to jeopardize continued existence of the coho salmon and adversely

modify their habitat. The NMFS proposed a "reasonable and prudent altertive " for the Project's

operations including minimum flow levels they believed were necessar to avoid jeopardizing the coho

salmon.

On the same day, the FWS also issued an opinion stating that the Project needed to maintan

certain levels at Upper Klamath Lake in order to mitigate any deleterious impact upon the shortose and

Lost River sucker fish, both of which have been listed as endangered. Based on these two opinions, and

after further consultation with the NMFS and the FWS, the BOR indicated it would implement the
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1 biological opinions in its 2001 operatig plan. The 2001 plan called for drastically reduced deliveries

of water to irrgation distrcts, This operating plan was challenged by irrgators and irgation distrcts.

3 However, the plan was upheld by the Distrct Cour for the Distrct of Oregon. See Kan ra v. Unite

145 F.Supp.2d 1192 (D.Or. 2001).

D. The NRC Report and the Interim Operating Plan

In Decemberof 2001, the Deparent of the Interior ("Interior) and the Deparent of

Commerce ("Commerce), sought review of the 2001 NMFS Biological Opinion and the FWS biological

opinion by the National Research Council ("NRC"), an an of the National Academy of Sciences. The

NRC convened a Committe on Endangered and Theatened Fishes in the Klamath River Basin

consisting of twelve independent scientists and scholars (the "NRC Committee). The NRC Committee

conducted hearngs and received opinions and evidence from other individuals affected by the Project
or those knowledgeable in the field, including a member of the PCFF A and Dr. Hardy.2 A report was

prepared and circulated to nine independent reviewers for additional comment and crtique. Finally, 

was subject to a furter independent examination by two external reviewers.

On Februar 6, 2002, the NRC Committee issued its "Prepublication Copy, Interim Report

Scientific Evaluation of Biological Opinions on Endangered and Theatened Fishes in the Klamath River

Basin (2002))(the ccNRC Report"). The NRC Report recognized that "the reduction in stocks of native

coho salmon in the Klamath River Basin has been caused by multiple interactive factors." Chages in

the physical habitat associated with inadequate flows and water temperature were cited as examples.

However, the NRC Report found that there was not a $ufcient basis to support the proposed flows 

21 the 2001 NMS Biological Opinion.

The proposed low-flow limits on the Klamath River may not be of
significant benefit to the coho population. While the provision of
additional flow seems intuitively to be a prudent measure of expanding
habitat, the total habitat expansion that is possible given the limited
amount of water that is available in dr years is not demonstrably 
much importance to maintenance of the population. In wet years, any
benefits fÌom increased flow wil be realized without special limitations.
Year classes that bave high relative strengt should have emerged from
the wet years of the recent past flow regime if flow is limiting. This does

28 2 The NRe Committee did not consider the Hardy Phase II report which was only in draft form.
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not appear to have bee the case in the past decde, however. Thus,
factors other th dr- ye low flows appea to be limiting to surval and
matece of coho.... .[A]vailable inormtion prvies litte supprt for

benefits presumed to oc though the increae offlows beyond those 

the last decade.

AR at 2942-4. The NRC Report found that higher flows might disadvantage the young coho salmon

betee July and September becuse the additional flows would include wate which has been waed

in rention lak. 14. High water tem;pratue was found to be one of the reasons for the decline of coho

salmon. "Ths issue has apparently not yet been studied in any rigorous maner, yet it is crtical to the

evaluätîón of higher flows in the warest month. " Mi. at 2943. The NRC Report also questioned

whether the increased flows might have a detrmenta effect upon therm refugia which is crtical to the

coho salmons habitat. 

The NRC Report found tht,

Prgrssive depletion offiows in the Klath River mai stem would at

some point be detrmental to coho salmon thugh strding or predation

losses. Thus, incrementa dep!etions beyond those that ar reected in
the recent historical record could be accomplished only with incred

risk to coho salmon. At the same time, the available infonnation
provides litte support for the benefits presumed to occur though the

increased flows beyond those of the last decade. While single-year 
multiple-yea averages of low-flow extres beyond those presently
refected in the record caot be support, ther is also p,resently little

evidence of a scientic natue that increaed low flows wlll improve the

welfare of the coho salon.

Mi. at 2944. While the NRe Report did not find scientific support for the minimum flows proposed 

NMS, the NRe Repor also found tht the BOR's proposal in its 2001 biological assessment could not

be justified. The NRC Report concluded tht the BOR's 200 biological assessment "could lead to more

extre suppression of flows than has been seen in th past, and canot be justified either.. at 2945.

Overall, the report concluded tht " there is no convincing scientific justification at present for deviating

from flows derived frm operational pratices in place betWeen 1990 and 2000.'13 

Subsequent to the release ofths report the NMS sent a letter to NRe requestig clarfication.

Of parcular importce, the NMS inquire whether the NRC "considered th benefits of increaed

flows in the sprin$, when temperatu is not a limiting factor." The NMS propounded questions to the

NRC on whether lts recommendations about minimum flow levels were applicable to spring flows. On

Apri 30, 2002, the NRC issued a lett in response to the NMFS' request for clarfication. The NRC

stated in its clarfication letter that it "did consider whether there would be benefits to fr from increaed 



On Februar 25 2002, the BOR issued its multi-ye "Final Biological Assessment: The Effects

2 ofProposedActons Related to Klamath ProJect Opertion (April 1 ,2002- March 3120 12t (hereiner

3 "the 2002 Biological Assessmenttt). In accordae with the findigs oithe NRC Report, the BOR's 2002

4 Biological Assessment proposes flows tht are intended to mimic the operational practces for the ten

yea period beginnng with 1990.

On Februar 27,2002, the BOR initiated fonnal consultation with the NMS concering its 2002

1 Biological Assessment. The NMS indicated tmt its biological opinion reviewing the 2002 Biological

8 Assessment would notl ly be completed until June of2002. In light oftbe fact that the NMS was

9 not likely to releae its report pror to the sprig opertions, on Mach 27, 2002, the BOR issued an

10 interim operating plan for Apri though May, 2002 (the "2002 Interim Operting Plan ). The 2002

II Intem Operatig Plan proposed minimum flows tht were consistent with those in the 2002 Biological

12 Assessment.

13 Based upon the BOR's 2002 Interim Operating Plan, on April 24, 2002, Plaintiffs PCFFA

14 Institute for Fiseries Resources, NortcoastEnvironmental Center, Klamath Forest Allance, Oregon

15 National Resources eouncil, the Wilderness Society, Wateratch of Oregon, Defenders of Wildlife

16 Headwaters, and Representative Mike Thompson (collectively "Plaintiffs) filed a eomplaint in ths

17 matt, along with a motion for a tempora restrining order. Plaintiff argued that based upon the best

18 scìencè available, a much higher minimum flow of water from the Iron Gate Dam th set in the 2002

19 Interm Operating Plan was necessar to avoid a negative impact upon the coho sa1mon. Based on the

20 Hady Phase I reprt , the 2001 NMS biological opinion, and the 2001 Hardy Draft Report, they

21 asserted that coho salon reuire higher in strea flows of water into the lower Klamath River. Thus,
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22 Plaintiff sought a temporar restaining order preventing the BOR from restrcting the flow to those

spring flows," 1t recognizes that the concerns about increased water temperature ar not present in

24 relation to the spring flows. However, the NRC asserted tht it found "other weakesses in the

arguents for increaed flows" and that the "projected incrases in habitat for the fl seemed, in the

25 opinon of the commttee, quite modest at best." The NRC also found it unlikely tht the coho salmon

are "satuting the main stem habitat" or that the main stem was a significant rearng ara for the coho

26 salmon, Thus, the NRe's letter reafnn its conclusion tht there is no convincing evidence to support

the minimum flows proposed in the NMFS's 200 I opinion. However, the NRC did acknowledge tht

27 the conclusions about benefits of incrased flow levels might be correct pending more research and

stuies.
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1 levels in the BOR's 2002 Interim Operating Planand mandatig minimum flows in accordance with the

2 2001 Hardy Draf Report. Plaintiffs argued tht the BOR had not completed a fonn onsultation with

the NMFS as required under the ESA and that the putative informal consultation is invalid.

Alteratively, Plaintiffs asserted that even if the informl consultation is valid, the NMS' conCUIence

with the 2002 Interi Operating Plan violates the Administrative Procedures Act CIAPA"), Title 5

6 U. c. sections 551 et seq., because it is arbitr, capricious, and contrar to law.

In an order fied May 22, 2002, the Court denied Plaintiffs' motion for a temporar restraining

8 order. Although the eour concluded J1at the BOR failed to satisfy th procedural consultation

9 requirements ofthe ESA, the Cour found tht the BOR could proceed with itS 2002 Interm Operating

10 Plan pursuant to ESA 7(d), which allows an agency to proceed with its proposed acton prior 

11 completig consultation ifit is determined that the actvity would not irreversibly or iretrevably commit

12 resoures which would foreclose th development of an RP A. In its Order, this Cour approved the

13 BOR's use of the NRC report as the best science available, and declined to rely on the 200 1 Hardy Draft

14 Report as the best science, since that report existed only in draft form.

15 While the validity of the 2002 Interim Operating Plan was being litigated in court the NMFS

16 continued to assess the validity of the BORis 2002 Biological Assessment and produced drafts of its

17 biological opinion. On April 23, April 29, and April 30, 2002, the NMFS and the BOR met regarding

18 the most recent version of the drft biological opinion, which proposed specific flow rates that were

19 higher than those proposed in BOR's 2002 Biological Assessment. . at 4594. The BOR proposed that

20 it should be responsible for the remedy to the extent that coho are haned as a result of the Klamath

21 Project. . Specifically, the BOR proposed tht it should be responsible for providig 57% of the flows

22 proposed in the drft biological opinion, based on the fact that 57% of the irrgable acres in the upper

23 Klamath Basin are irrgated by Project contractors. . Th NMFS noted that providing 57% of what

24 it recommended as the appropriate target flows might be insufficient to avoidjeopardizing the coho, and

25 therefore would not constil.te a viable RPA. However, "[t]his problem was resolved when [BOR]

26 agreed that it would use its authorities to establish a multi-agency task force/working group, comprising

27 Federal, State, Tribal and, where possible, local agencies and interests, to develop the other 43% of the

28 flows identified in the RP A. This approach anticipates that the States of California and Oregon wil
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parcipate in the process, step up enforcement oì existing water rights or water rights laws, and develop

programs to improve flows in the trbutaíes to th Klamath above and below the Project

On May 312002, the NMFS issued its final biological opinion (the "2002 Biological Opinion

The 2002 Biological Opinion concluded that the BORIs proposed action contained in the 2002 Biological

Assessment " is likely to jeoparize the continued existence of SONC coho salmon" and "is likely to

adversely modify crtical habitat for the SONC coho salmon. Id. at 4590. The NMFS then proposed

an RP A that could be implemented by the BOR tht would avoid the likelihood of jeoparizing the

existence of th coho salmon or adversdy modifyng their critical habitat. . at A591 The RP 

consists of the following elements: (1) specific water magement measures over a ten- year period; (2)

a water ban and water supply enhanceI?ent program to provide flows to the Klamath River below Iron

Gate Dam; (3) an agreed-upon long-ter flow taget to be achieved by20l0; (4) an inter-governmental

tas force--the Conservation hnplementation Committee-- to develop, procue, and manage water

resources; and (5) an inter-governmental science panel to develop and implement a researh program

to identify and fill gaps in existing knowledge regarding coho and their habitat requirements during

various life history states and water year tyes. . at 4591. These progr elements are to tae effect

in varous degrees during thee phases. Phase I covers the years 2002-2005. Durng this time, the RP 

requirs the BOR to: 1) lay the ground work for gaining cooperation of Oregon, California, and Klamath

River Tribes; 2) establish a scientific panel to guide investigations toaddress issues identified in the

interim and final NRC committee report on threatened and endangered fishes in the Klamath River

Basin; 3) begin to develop water supplies that are devoted to increasing flows in the Klamath River

below Iron Gate Dam; and 4) provide the minimum flows identified in BOR's 2002 Biological

Assessment, as modified on an anual basis by agreed upon use of the water bank for improved spring

andlor summer flows. In Phase n. covering the yeas 2006-20 0, the BOR is to I) maintain a waterbank

of 100 thousand acre-feet; 2) contrbute 57% of the long-term RP A flow to the river below Iron Gate

Dam or the flow identified in itS BioJogical Assessment, whichever is greater; 3) implement non-flow

In 2002, in addition to the flows proposed by the Biological Assessment for a below aver

year, BOR is to provide 30,000 acre-feet of water. In 2003-2005) in addition to the flows proposed 

the 2002 Biological Assessment, BOR is to provide an additional 50000, 75000, and 100000 of acre-

feet of water, respectively. XQ. at 4598.
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mitigation measures in cooperation with the Conservtion Implementation Progr; and 4) continue 

conduct investigation to refine RP A flows and relationship between flow and coho survival. lQ. at 4601.

In Phae il, covering year 2010-2011, the NMFS expect tht implementation of the Conservation

Implementation Program wil have achieved the long-tenn flow targets set fort in the RP A. M, at 4609.

The NMFS justifies this RP A by stating that it "provides a reasonable balance between the

findings of the NRC Committee...and the findings of Hady and Addley (2001)"

While NMFS agrees with the NRC committes conclusion that there is no dirct
evidence from the Klamath River that coho wil benefit frm increased flowNMFS'
professional judgment base;j on studies for the Columbia River... an the Sacraento and
San Joaquin River...is that augmentation of spring flows likely would benefit coho in
the Klamath River. Therefore, this RP A includes a science progr to refine flow
recommendations, a water ban to improve spring flows for smolts, and recommended
flow schedule to be implemented by20 1 0, unless modified by new scientific infonnation.
Furter, NMFS think that this RP A is consistent with the findings of the NRC interim
report because it provides for use of the water ban to buffer against allowing the average

flows to decline below those of the reference period.... Under this RP A, the water bank
wil be used to exceed the flows in Table 5.9 of the BA [2002 Biological Assessment]
and contrbute to improved spring time and, if appropriate, summer habitat conditions.
This provides the precautiona mechanism to improve smolt out migration habitat and
improve smolt survival durig smolt migration to the ocean. The size of the water bank
will increase from 30 TAF to J 00 T AF through four incrementa steps. In addition,
Rec]amation has committed to provide its share of the flows that are recommended 
NMFS to optiize habitat for coho smolts in the main stem in the Shasta to Scott River
reach of the Klaath River, and to a process that wil include the States of Cali fomi a and

Oregon in providing the remainder of those flows. Finally, Reclamation has committed
to convening a science panel to oversee design and implementation of experiments 
improve the quality of science regarding the relationship between flows and coho
surival and recover in the Klamath River. These experiments wil be conducted to
refie the long-term flow targetsmestablished by NMFS based on the habitat suitability
cures for coho fr contained in Hardy and Addley (2001). NMFS recognizes that Hardy

and Addley (2001) habitat suitabilty criteria, upon which it relied to deriving long-term

flow target.may change as the report progress s throu h public comI!ent and peer
review to a final report, and that even then new mformatlon from the SCIence progr

embodied in this RP A could refine that infonnation fuer. Therefore, NMS views the
flows recommended...as planning tagets that could be adjusted as the body of scientific
informtion incrases. NMS thinks this a risk averse approach that provides
incremental improvements in habitat conditions while the science is developed to allow

refinement of our understanding of the role of main-stem habitat in coho survival and

recovery and it provides a mechanism to increase flows to the extent the need 
supported by the science tht is developed.

ARat4592-4593. The BORhas notified theNMFS of its intention to follow the RPAin2002 and 2003.

Govindan Decl. Ex. 2.

Between September 20 and September 27, 2002, approximately 33,000 chinook, coho, and

steel head salmon died in the Klamath River. Plaintiffs fied a First Amended Complaint in this action
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1 on September 25, 2002 against the BOR and the NMFS (collectively lithe Fedra Defendants). On

October 222002, Yurok Tribe filed a motion to iD.ervene; on November 222002, the Water Users filed

a motion to intervene; and on December 192002, Hoopa Valley Tribe filed a motion to intervene. The

Court granted these motions to interene in an Order filed Februar 4 2003. In addition to alleging that

5 the actions of the Federa Defendants violate the ESA, Yurok Tribe and Hoopa Valley Tribe (collectively

6 lithe Tribes IIallege that the BO R violated th Tribesfishing rights by failing to provide adequate stram

flows in August and September of 2002.

The paries have now filed cross-motions Íor summar judgment. Plaintiff move the eour to

declare that the NMS' 2002 Biological Opinion for the Klamath Project is arbitr and capricious and

is in violation of the ESA, to order the NMS to rescind this biological opinion and its accompanying

incidental take statement, to declare tht the BOR is in violation of its duties under the ESA, to order

the BOR to reinitiate consultation with the NMS, and to enjoin any and all irgation deliveries from

the Klamth Project that would cause Klamath River flows at Iron Gate Dam to fal below 100% of the

flow levels identified by the NMFS in the May 162002 draft biological opinion until the NMFS issues

a valid biological opinion and the BOR compHes with its tenn. The Tribes join Plaintiffs' motion for

summar judgment with repect to its claims allegig violations of the ESA. The Tribes additionally

move this Cour for an order declarng tht the BOR violated the Tribes' fishing rightS in 2002 by failng

to provide biologically adequate stream flows, and for an injunction requiring the BOR to operte the

Project in the future in a manner that satisfies the Tribes' fishing rights.

The Federal Defendants, along with Defendant-Intervenors the Water Users, move the Court 

uphold the 2002 Biological Opinion issued byNMFS for the Klamath Project, and to find tht the BOR'

operation of the Klamath Project complies with the ESA and with the BOR's trbal trst responsibilities.

24 II. Motions for Summary Jud ment Based on Violations of the ESA

Standard of Review

26 The 2002 Biological Opinion, including the RP A and its accompanying ITS, issued by the NMS

27 is a " final agency action" that is subject to review under the APA. See5 U. C. 702; See Southwest

28 enter r Biolo ical Dive v. S. Bureau of Reclamation 143 F.3d 515 (9th Cir. 1998). Under the
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1 AP A, lIan administrtive decision involving the ESA wil be set aside if the agency action was aritrar,

2 capricious, an abuse of discretion, or otherwise not in accordace with law or if the action is found 

be without observance of the procedure required by law. II Tmoqui-Chal01a eouncil of Kitanemuk and

Yowlumne Teìon Inqians v. United States Deparent of Energy, 232 F.3d 1300,1305 (9th Cir. 2000).

5 liTo mak this fmding, the court must consider whether the decision was based on a consideration of the

6 relevant factrs and whether there has been a clear error of judgment." Citizens To Preserve Overton

Park v. Volpe 401 U.S. 402 416 (1971). IIAltnough this inquiry into the facts is to be seaching and

8 careful, the ultimate standard of review is a naITW one, The court is not empowered to substitute its

judgment for tht of the agency. II Id. Ths is especially appropriate where, as here, the challenged

10 decision implicates substatial agencyexperse,
lI Mt. Graha Red Squirrel v. Espy, 986 F.2d 1568

11 1571 (9th Cir. 1993), In engaging in its analysis, the cour IIshall review the whole record or those part

12 of it cited by a par, and due account shall be taken of the rule of prejudicial error.1I 5 US,C. 706.

13 liThe focal point for judicial review should be the admnistrtive record already in existence, not some

14 new record made initially in the reviewing court. Florida Power & Light Co. v. Lorion.470 U.S. 729,

15 743 (1985), liThe task of the reviewing cour is to apply the appropriate APA standard of review, 5

16 U. C. 9 706, to the agency decision based on the record the agency presents to the reviewing cour. II

17 . at 743-44.

Discussion

The RPA

20 As set fort in the Background section of this order, the NMS' 2002 Biological Opinion

21 concluded that the actions proposed in the BOR's 2002 Biological Assessment are likely to jeopardize

22 the continued existence of the coho salmon and to adversely modify their crtical habitat. The NMFS

23 therefore, as required by the ESA, proposed an RP A that the NMS believes would avoid the likelihood

24 of jeopardizing the continued existence of the coho salmon and destroying or adversely modifyng

25 critical habitat. The RP A requires the BOR to meet minimum flow levels, provide an additional amount

26 of water that graduallyincr ses each yea through a water bank, agree to specific long-term target flows

27 and to establish an inter-governmental task force to develop, procure, and manage water resources and

28 an inter-governmental science panel to develop and implement a research program to further study coho
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1 salmon and their habitat. Durng Phase I,. the flow levels maintained by the BOR will consist of the

minimum flows identified in the BOR's 2002 Biological Assessment, as modified by agreed upon use

3 of the water bank. During Phase II the RP A requires the BOR to provide 57% of the long-ten flows

or the flows proposed in the BOR's 2002 Biological Assessment, whichever is greater, in addition 

5 maintaining a water ban of 100 thousand acre feet (liT AF"). In Phase II the RP A indicates that it

6 expects tht implementation of the Conseration hnplementation Program will have achieved the long-

7 ter flow targets listed in the RP 

a. Adequacy of Flow Rates Proposed In the RP 

Plaintiffs assert that the NMFS' RP A is arbitr and capricious because the target long ter

. flow rates proposed in the RP A are not supported by the record and that the short-term flow rates, the

flow rates proposed for Phases I and IT ofthe RP A, are insuffcient to prevent jeopardy because they only

require the BOR to provide a fraction of the long-term taget flow rates.

With respect to the long-term flow rates, Plaintiffs point to the fact that the taget long-term flow

rates diminished betWeen earlier draf oftbe RP A and the fmal RP A contained in the 2002 Biological

Opinion. Plaintiffs also note that the fial RP A break down flows into monthly perods as opposed 

tWo-week periods, as in previous drft. However, the Ninth Circuit has made clear that a distrct court

ha " no reason to address the possible factors that might have motivated the [NS] in rejecting the

dra RP A" since, when the NMFS considers different RP As, it is "not required to pick the first

reasonable alternative [it] came up with in formulating the RP A," nor is it lIeven required to pick the best

alternative or the one that would most effectively protect the [species] fromjeopardy.Southwest

Center for Biolor!Ìcal Diver v. S. Bureau of Reclamation, 143 F.3d 515, 523 (9th Cir, 1998).

Rather, the NMFS "need only have adopted a final RP A which complied with the jeopardy standard and

which could be implemented by the agency. . Therefore, the question before ths Court is whether

the NMFS acted arbitrarily and capriciously or abused itS discretion in adopting the long-term flow rates

25 that were in th final RP 

26 The Cour finds that the NMS did not act arbitrly and capriciously in adopting the long-term

27 flow rates in the RP A, since the RP A itself contains suffcient justification for the long-ter flow rates.

28 AR at 4602. The NMFS describes itS rationale for the long-tenn flow rates for March though June, July
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1 through September, and October though Februar. AR 4602-4608. The NMS considered the 2001

Hardy Draft Report, the NRe Report as wen as field observations before calculating flow rates, and .

3 based the flow rates on the habitat suitabilty cures for coho fr contained in the 2001 Hardy Draft

Report. . The flow rates take into account the life stages of the coho salmon during different times

5 of the year, the habitat of the coho salmon, and differences in water temperature. Id. The taget flow

6 rates also depend on whether the year in question is dr, below average, average, above average, or wet.

. After reviewing the NMFS' rationale for the long-term flow targets, the Court finds that the NMFS

8 considered the relevant factors and did not act aIitrly and capriciously in adopting the long-term

9 taget flow rates.

In addition to questioning the appropriateness of the long-ten target flows, Plaintiff challenge

11 the short-term flow levels approved in the RP A. As indicated above, RP A's phased approach only

12 requires a fraction of the long-term target flows to be achieved in the first tWo phases. In Phase I, the

13 NMFS requires the BOR to provide the flows speGified in th BOR's 2002 Biological Assessment, plus

14 an additional annualy increasing amoum provided though a water ban AR at 4596, In Phase n, the

15 BOR is required to provide 57% of the long-term RP A flow rates or the amounts specified in the BOR'

16 2002 Biological Assessment, whichever is greater, as well as maintaining a water bank of 100 AF. AR

17 at 4601.

18 Plaintiffs argue that because the flow leveJs in Phase I are modeled afer the flow levels in the

19 BOR's 2002 Biological Assessment, they are insufcient to avoid jeopardy. Plaintiffs point to the fact

20 that the NMFS rejected the BOR's 2002 Biological ASsessment, findig that the action proposed in the

21 2002 Biological Assessment is likely to jeopardiz the continued existence of the coho salmon and 

22 likely to adv rsely modify critical habitat for the coho salmon. However, the Cour notes tht the RP 

23 does not reuire the BOR to simply provide the flow levels from the BOR' s 2002 Biological Assessment

24 in Phase 1. Rather, the RP A calls for modified flow levels frm the 2002 Biological Assessment
S as

25 supplemented by a water bank that provides annually increasing amounts of water. Moreover, even

27 5 The flows proposed in the biological assessment were modified, since the biological assessment

only considered 4 water tye years, and the RP A conver these figues to water tyes for 5 water tye

28 years.
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1 though the NMS found that th 2002 Biological Assessment was insuffcient to avoid jeopardy,

significantly, this finding was based on an evaluation of the flows provided in the.2002 Biological

Assessment over the course often years. AR at 4590. Therefore, while the NMS found that providing

the flow levels proposed in th 2002 Biological Assessment over the coure of ten year is likely to

jeopardize the continued existence of coho salmon and adversely modify critical habitat, the NMFS did

6 not find that the flow levels proposed in the 2002 Biological Assessment would, in the short-term

jeopardze the continued existence oÎ coho salmon or adversely modify critical habitat if the flow levels

were increed over the coure of ten years.

Plaintiffs' additionally argue that the flow levels in Phase n, in whichthè'BOR is required 

provide the greater of the flows proposed in the biological assessment or 57% of the long-term flow

rates , plus maintain a water ban of 100 AF, is insuffcient to avoid jeopardy to the coho salmon. The

57% figure corrsponds to the fraction of inigated land in the Klamath Basin tht is sered by the

Project. AR at 4594, When the BOR and the IFS met to discus the flow rates proposed in a draft

biological opinion, the BOR suggested that it should be responsible for 57% of the remedy, since 57%

represents the frction of irrgated land in the Klamath Basin that is sered by the Project. xg. 

Plaintiffs corrctly note, the ESA does not provide that an agency is only responsible for remediating

its sha of the har. Rather, the ESA mandate is simple and clear-- agencies may not undere any

action that results in jeopardy to the theatened species. In determg whether an action would result

in jeopardy, the NMS or the FWS must evaluate the "effec of the action" which includes evaluating

the effects with respeCt to the environmental baseline, including the "impact of State or private actions.

50 C. R. 402.14(g)(3); 50 C. R. 9402.02. Therefore, the focus should not be on the relative amount

of har contributed by Project actions, but simply whether, taking into account the environmental

baseline, any action by the Project wil result injeopardy. See National Wildlife Federation v. Coleman

529 F.2d 359,374 (5th Cir. 1976)(stating that "irrspective of the past actions of others the [agency has]

a duty to insure tht [agency action does] not fuer theaten the crae and its habitat"). The NMFS

acknowledged as much when, after the BOR suggested being responsible for 57% of the target flow

rates, the NMFS "pointed out that establishing flows of only 57% of the RP A flows may not avoid

jeopardy over the lO-year period of proposed Project operations, and thefore would not constitUte 
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1 viable RP A." AR at 4594.

However, the NMFS believed this problem "was resolved when [the BOR] agre d that it would.

use its authorities to establish a multi-agency tak force/workng group, comprising Federal, State, Tribal

and, where possible, local agencies and interests, to develop the other 43% of the flows identified in the

RP A. The water to achieve these additional flows would come from areas outside the boundares of the

Klamath Project. This approach anticipates that the States of California and Oregon will parcipate 

the process, step up enforcement of existig water rights or water rights laws, and develop programs 

improve flows in the trbutares to the Klamath above and below th Projec.Id.

The remaks by the NMFS mae clèåi tht the NMS believes the RP A would not be valid over

the lO-yearperod if the BOR were simply to provide 57% of the long-term flows proposed in the RPA

or the flows in the 2002 Biological Assessment. The remarks also make clear that the NMS believes

it is in fact necessar to achieve 100% of the taget flow rates identified in the RP A by the end of 10-year

perod in order to avoid jeopardy to th coho salmon. However, the statements by the NMSdo not

reflect a conclusion that it is necessar to consistently provide 100% of the long-term taget flows

thughout each phase of the program in order to avoid jeopardy to the salmon. In fact, implicit in the

RPA's phased approach is the ultimate conclusion that maintaining a percentage oftbe long-term flow

rates with the additional water provided by the water bank durg Phases I and II wil not jeopardize the

salmon or adversely modify their crtical habitat, provided that the long-term flow rates ar eventually

met by Phase il of the progr. The question is therefore wheter this implicit conclusion "was based

on a consideration of the relevant factors and whether there has been a clear errr of judgment. Citizens

To Preserve vertn Park v. Vol 401 U.S. 402, 416 (1971).

AS indicated above, under the RP A, during both Phaes I and II, the BOR will meet or exceed

a modified version of the Iron Gate Dam flows proposed in the 2002 Biological Assessment, and wil

provide additional water by maintaining a water ban. The NMFS states that the "additional water

should improve instream flows for coho in the lower Klamath River main stem beyond the flows

established in [the biological assessment] and could be used to: (1) improve downstrea smolt survival

and improve coho fr survival in the spring; (2) investigate effect on increased summer flows on summer

rearng conditions for juveniles in the main stem; or (3) used to both achieve some combination of (1)
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1 and (2). By March 31 of each year, NMS and [BOR] wil determine how this additional water will be

2 distrbuted for releae. " AR at 4598.

The RP A does not explicitly engage in an analysis of what effect the water flows in Phases I and

ll, with the addition of the available water from the water bank wil have on the coho salmon or their

critical habitat 6 However, the phased approach described in the RP A is consistent With the NMS'

descrption of its RP A as a "reasonable balce" beteen the NRe Report and the 2001 Hardy Dra

Report. During Phases I and n, the RP requires the BOR to provide flow levels that ar consistent with

the flow levels deemed appropriate by the NRC Committee. The NRe Committee found that

appropriate flow levels should mimic the opertiOnal practices of the ten yea period betWeen 1990 

2000. The NMS reviewed the NRC Commttees findigs and agreed with the NRC Committee

conclusion that there is no direct evidence from the Klamath River that coho wil benefit from increased

flow; however, based on studies for the Columbia River and the Sacramento and San Joaquin Rivers

the NMFS concluded that augmentation of sprig flows likely would benefit coho salmon in the Klamath

River. Based on its conclusions, the NMFS strctued the RP A to require the minimum flows proposed

in the Biological Assessment (which attempted to mimic the flows recommended by the NRC

committee), along with a water ban that can be used to supplement the flows. As described by the

NMFS, lithe water ban wil be used to exceed the flows in Table 5.9 of the BA [Biological Assessment]

6 Plaintiffs provide testimony frm Michael S, Kelly, a fonner employee at the NMS who

worked on draf of the NMFS' 2002 Biological Opinion, that suggestS such an analysis should have

and could have, been done. See Kelly Deposition at 42-43. Mr. Kelly states: " [A]t a minimum, you

would want to look at what the resulting flows could possibly be once you use the water ban. Now,

the water ban is what's being used to prevent these incremental depletions in average flows over the

year. The water bank can be used to help out when you think it needs to be used, it would help the most.

You should at least calculate what you could possibly do with 50,000 acre feet this year, 75000 acre feet

the next year, 100,000 feet the next year, to look at these flows and decide if they mae sense in light

of the other analysis that youve done.... Y ouve detennined that these flows are necessar that the ten-

year long recommended flows are necessary for the fish to avoid jeopardy, based on what you know.

And, grnted , theres not a lot of-- a lot of real certainty in the real information, but you had enough 

develop those flows. So you need to look at whether the species is able to withstand not experencing

those flows for that time perod. And as I mentioned in the whistleblower disclosure, there are ways 

look at that, and ar of that was certainy provided in the April 1st biological opinion, What does the

population expenence overtime when its not rovided with flows that wil help increase its resiliency.

That should have been done." Kelly Depositlonat42-43. While Mr. Kellys deposition testimony

support Plaintiffs argument, in light of the NRC report which found that increased flow levels we.

unecessar to avoid jeopardy to the coho salmon, the Court declines to find tht NMFS abused its

discretion by failing to conduct such a study prior to finalizing its RP 
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1 and contrbute to improved spring time and, if appropriate, sumer habitat conditions.

2 Therefore , it is clear that the short-term flow rates in Phases I and II of the RP A are based on the

3 findings of the NRe Committee, as modified by the NMS, to prevent jeopardy to the coho salmon.

On th other hand, the long-term taget flow rates in Phase m, discussed above, more strongly reflect

the 2001 Hardy Draft Report since the NMFS based the long-ter target flow rates on the habitat

6 suitability curves for coho fr contained in thi report The RP A, with its phaed approach, is therefore

a " reasonable balance" between the NRC Committes fidigs and the findings contained in the 2001

8 Hardy Draft Report. Because it is clear tht the proposed short-term and long-term flow rates are based

9 on a compromise between two conflctig stues regarding the effect of flow rates on coho salmon, the

10 Cour fmds tht the NMFS' decision to use a phased approach is not arbitr and capricious, andthe

11 flow levels established for each phase are not arbitrar and capricious.

RPA's Reliance on Future Actions by State, Tribal, and Private

13 Parties

14 Plaintiffs contend that the: RP A's reliance on the establishment of a multi-agency tak force 

15 develop the remaining 43% of the long-term target flows is inappropriate. When evaluating a proposed

16 action, ESA regulations direct the NMFS to consider the beneficial and harful effects of "futue State

17 or private activities...that are reasonably certain to occur." 50 C. R. g 402.02. Plaintiffs argue tht the

18 actions by state) trbal, and private partes contemplated by the RP A ar not reasonably certain to occu

19 an therefore should not be considered in the jeopardy analysis. As described in the Background section

20 of this Order, durng Phase I, the BOR is to lay the groundwork for gaining cooperation of the states 

21 Oregon and California, as well as the cooperation of the Klamath River Tribes, in an effort to create the

22 Conservation Implementation Committee. In Phase n, the BOR is to implement non-flow mitigation

23 measures in cooperation with the Conservation Implementation Progrm. In Phase il, the NMS

24 expects that the eonservation Implementation Progr wil have achieved the long-term taret flows

25 set forth in the RP 

26 In support of the RP A, the Federal Defendants assert that the RP A's reliance on futue actions

27 is proper because it balances futUre benefits against futUre harm. The Federal Defendants direct the

28 Cour to the Ninth Circuit's decision in Southwest Center for Bio Diversity v. U.S. Bureau 
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Reclamation, 143 F.3d 515 (9th Cir. 1998) (hinft Lake Mead). In tht case, the Ninth eircuit

a.ed the distrct cour's approval of a proposed RP A tht was comprsed of several short-term and

long-term provisions that wou1d prevent the likelihood of jeopardy to the endagered species mown as

the Flycatcher. , Th proposed RP A in that case required the acting agency to prcure and prtect a

specifed amount of habitat in th short term and to complement the short-ter measurs 

implementing long-term meaures such as an addition!J progr of on and off-site compensation for

the Flycatcherhabitat, as well as the development of a Multi Species Conservation Progr ("MSCPIf

I4 at 518. The Ninth eircuit found tht th theatened species "could surve the loss ofhabitat at Lae

Mead for eighteen month until 500 acres could be proteed , then surive an additional two year until

an additional 500 aces could be protected, and fially surve thugh the MSCP process until

compensation could be made for the historical habitat." lQ at 523.

However, as Plaintiffs point out, the instat case is distingushable from Lake Meadin at leat

one importt respect--in Lake Mead.thre was no dispute regardig whether the long-ten acquisition

of an alternative habitat was reaonably certn to occur. Under the ESA, a proposed action may only

rely on beneficial and hanful effects of futue State or private activities if these activities are

reaonbly cert to occu. " 50 C.F.R. 402.02. In ths case, ther are serious concerns as to whether

the futue actions by states or the trbes that the RP A anticipates will provide the additional 43% of the

flow rates necessar to avoid jeopardy in the long term are reasonably certn to occur. Cf. Lake Mead.

143 F.3d at 524 (finding, in that case, that "[t]her ha been no indication tht Reclamation [the BOR]

canot acquire and restore the needed replacement habitat as specified in the final RP A by the required

21 deadlines.

22 By the NMFS' own admission, meetig the long-term flow rates by 2010 that the NMS 

23 proposed in its RP A, Itwillikelyrequi more contrbutions to flow th can be reaonably provided 

24 [BOR] alone. II AR at 4598. Threfore, in order to achieve the taget longwterm flow rates, the NMS'

25 RP A requires the BOR to estalish in Phase I, by a Memorandum of Undertading ("MOUltamong

26 NMFS, FWS, BOR, BIA, the States of Californa an Oregon, and the Tribes a "Conservation

27 Implementation eonuitte. AR at 4599. In Phase IT the NMFS expects the Committee to " make

28 progress toward increasing flows toward the longtrm planing taget, as modified by new information.
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. at 4602. Finally, the NMFS states that it "expects that implementation of the Conseration

2 hnplementation Progrm wil have resulted in achieving main stem lower Klamath River flow tagets.

WhiJe the NMS's RP A "expects" to achieve the taget flow rates by 2010, the NMS provides

5 no support for its assumption that the other state and private pares wil agree to tae part in the

6 Conservation Implementation Committee, or that the Committee wil in fact make progress toward and

7 finally achieve the taget flow rates. The ESA's regutions make clear that, in evaluating whether a

8 proposed action wil jeopardize the existence of a species, the NMS is to consider the beneficial and

9' harfu effects of futue State or private activities "tht are reasOnably certin to occu. " 50 C.P,R. 

10 402.02. There is nothing to suggest that it is "reasonably cer" that the States and the Tribes wil

11 parcipate in the Conservation Implementation Committee. Furermore, even with their parcipation

12 it is not "reasonably certain" that the Conservation eommittee wil achieve the target flow rates. In a

13 letter dated May 24 2002, the State of Cali fomi as Deparnt ofFish and Game, commenting on a

14 draft opinion circulated by NMFS, stated:

The BO [Biological Opinion] suggests tht the USBR [the BOR] wil take the lead to
establish a multiagency task force comprising Federal, State, trbal and where possible
local agencies and interests to develop the other fort-thee percent ofthe flows identified

Defendant.Intexenors Klamath Water Users argue tht the ESA does not require that actions
18 proposed in RPAs be "reasonably certai to occur.1I In support of its position, the Klamath Water Users

. point out that the "reasonably certin to occur" requirement is found in the ESA regulations decrbing
19 the consulting agency's review of another agency's proposed action. Th gudelines state tht , when

makng a determination as to whether any proposed action results in jeopardy to a species, the NMS
20 must consider the "cumulati "Ie effect" on the species, which include future State or private activities tht

are "reasonably certin to occur." 50 e. R. 9402.14(g)(3). The Klamath Water Users argue tht this
21 requirement is inapplicable to RP As, since this requirement is contained in the section describingNMS'

responsibi1tes in reviewing another proposed agency actions compliance with the ESA. The Water

Users essentially argue that NMFS's RP A need not meet the substantive standards NMS applies when

reviewing other agencies' proposed actions. The Court finds this argument ilogical. An RP A is a
23 proposed agency action. Its purose is to provide an actng agency with a proposed course of action tht

wil meet the jeopardy standard articulated in the ESA. See 16 u. e. g 1536(b)(3)(A)("Ifjeopardy 
adverse modification is found, the Seceta shall suggest those reasonable and prudent alternatives

which he believes would not violate subsection (a)(2) of this section and can be taken by the Federal
25 agency....in implementing the agency action.) IfÙle Cour were to adopt the Water Users' position, the

Cour would be allowing NMFS to propose anagel1cy action that would not pass the standads NMFS
26 applies when reviewing other proposed actions. There is no support for such an il0gical result, given

27 that 
the purpose of RP As is to provide agencies with a proposed action that wil meet the standads of

the ESA. The Court therefore finds that an RP A, like any other proposed agency action, should tae into

consideration only those futUre actions by State and private entities that are "reasonably certin to occur.
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in the RP A. The water to achieve these flows would come frm areas outside the
boundares of the Project. The BO suggess that most oftbis water would come from
stepped up water rights and water laws enforced by California and Oregon and progr
to improve trbutar flow above and below the Project so tht by 2010 NMS would
expec RP A ,flo s to be reaIize unless those flows were modifi d by the results 
sClentlfic lnvestigatlon. We have httle confdence that such a complIcate undertng
can be completed in eight year an wil result in suffcient water to satisfy the long-term

RP A flow target.

AR at 4492. Th letter suggests that it is far from "reasonably certin" tbatthe Conservation Committee

wil achieve the taet flow rates by 2010. Achieving th taget flow rates by 2010 is an importt

element in a comprehensive plan which the NMFS has proposed to avoid the likelihood of jeoparizig

the continued existence of coho salmon and to avoid destrcton or adverse modification of crtical

habitat over the years 2002-2012, IQ. at 4591. Accordingly, the Court finds tht the NMFS' issuance

of th RP A was arbitrar and capricious since the RP A relies on actons by states and private pares tb,at

are not reasonably certain to occur to achieve its long-texm taget flow rates.

2. The Incidental Take Statement

Plaintiff additionally challenge the Incidental Take Statement ("ITS") tht accompanies the

NMS' RP A. An ITS must "specify the impact, i.e., the amount or extent , of such incidental tang 

the species." 50 C.F. R. 402.14(i)(1), "Incidental Take Statements set fort a 'trgger that, when

reached, results in an unacceptable level of incidental tae...requirig the paries to reinitiate

consultation. Ideally, this 'trgger' should be a specific number.Arzona Cattle Growers Assn v. U.S,

Fish and Wi!Qife. Bureau of Land Mana emeI1t. 273 F.3d 1229, 1249 (9th Cir, 2001). However, 

numerical limit is not requird. . In situations in which impac cannot be calculated in terms of a

precise number, the NMS must establish that "no such numerical value could be practically obtained.

Plaintiffs additionally argue that the water bank requirement in the RP A is too vaguely defined

to properly be par of the RP A. The Court disagres. The RP A specifies the amount of water tht BOR

must provide through the water ban in eah year, and the potential uses of the water ban and tht the

decision regarding how the water in the water bank wil be used wil be detexmined by March 31 of each

year. AR at 4598. Specifically, the water bank ould be used to (l) improve downstream smolt sUIval

and improve coho fr surival in the spring; (2) investigate effect on increaed summer flo s o summer

rearng conditions for juveniles in th main stem; or (3) used to both achieve some combl ?f (1)
and (2). Given the unpredictabilty of the tye of water year, the Court finds that the flexlb1l1ty mthe

RP A provided by the water bank does not make the RP A too vague. Intead, the water ban proVldes

the BOR, in conjuncton with the NMS, with the abilty to tailor water flow tò the specific needs of a

parcular year.
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. at 1250. If the NMS establishes this, the NMS may then use " ecological conditions as a surrogate

for defming the amount or extent of incidental tae... so long as these conditions ar lined to the tae

of the proteced species.

In the intant case, the ITS does not specify the amount or extent of tae in numeric terms.

5 Intead, the ITS provides:

NMS expects some level of incidental take to occur due to implementation of some of

the actions outlined in the. reasonable and prudent alternative. However, the best

scientific and commercial data avalable are not suffcient to enable NMS to estimate

a specific amount of incidenta tae of Klamath River coho salmon. The NMS
anticipates that water quality and habitat conditions for varous coho salmon Hfe stages

tht would result ftom implementation of the reasonable and prudent alternative would

likely result in a level of tae that does not constitute jeopardy to SONC coho salmon.

Take of individual coho salmon would be difficult to detect because fmding a dead 

injured salmon is unlikely due to the fact that salmonids occur in dynamic habitat (i.
flowing water, that makes such detection diffcult). Water quality and habitat conditions

resultig from the reonable and prudent alternative, while minimally predctable, would

have an impact that is not preciselyknown, and by extension, the impact to an unkown

quantity of coho salmon expecred to be present in the mai stem Klamath River is not

precisely known. However,.. each incremental reduction in water quality and habitat 

the stream chanel represents a portion of th combined impacts to salmon in a given
watershed.

AR at 4610-4611. The ITS fuher provides that "some take may occur due to spring time reuctions

in flow as th project transitions for uncontrolled spills to controlled operations....However, NMS is

unable to predict the water year tyes so NMFS canot determine what actual flows will be below Iron

Gate Dam in the futue. Therefore, NMS is not able to estimate number of strdings of coho salmon

tht might occur as result of reducing flows." ARat 4611.

These statements establish that it is impracticable for the NMFS to detennine the specific amount

ofincidential tak of coho salmon in the Klamath River due to a varetyoffactors: individualtak would

be diffcult to detect; it is diffcult to quantify the impact of water quality and habitat conditions; and the

amount of flow depends on the water year tyes, However, while the NMFS need not establish a

specific number of take, the ESA requires the NMS to provide an ecological surgate for defining the

amount or extent of incidental take, which when !e::ched, results in an unacceptable level of take. The

terms of an ITS are "integral pars of a statutory scheme, determining among other things, when

consultation must be reinitiated. Arizona Cattle Growers Association v. United Fish and Wildlife,

ureaur of Land Mana ement 273 F.3d 1229 (9th Cir. 2001), The ITS at issue in this case is simply
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devoid of any thshold tht , when reached, would indicate tht an uncceptable level of take 

occured an would trgger reinitiation of consultation. This absolute failur to comply with the

requirements of a valid ITS makes the NMS' issuace of the ITS in this case arbitr and capricious.

3. The BORIs Independent Substantive Obligation

The Federl Defendants acknowledge that, as the actig agency, the BOR has an independent

substative obligation to ensure that its actons satisfy the jeopardy stadard. Stop H-3 Ass'n v. Dole

740 F.2d 1442, 1459 (9th eir. 1984). In meeting this stadad, the BOR may rely on the NMS'

determination if its reliance is not "arbitrary, capricious, an abuse of discretion, or otherwise not in

accordance with law. 5 U. C. 706(2)(A);Stop H- , 740 F.2d at 1459. The BORh2 indicated tht

it will comply with the tenns of the NMS' biological opinion and RP A for the year 2002 and 2003.

Therefore, the question is whether the BOR's decision to adopt the terms of the RP A for the year 2002

and 2003 is arbitrar and capricious and violates the jeopardy standard in the ESA.

The years 2002 and 2003 fall under Phae I ofNMS' s RP A. In Phase I, the RP A requires the

BOR to provide short-term flows plus additional water through a water ban, resultig in flows that meet

or are higher than those found to be necessar to avoid jeopardy to the species by the NRC Committee

report. In this eour's order filed May 222002, the Court found that the NRe Report contained the best

scientific evidence available, since the 200 Hardy Report was only in dr form, and therefore the BOR

could rely on the NRC Report. The state ofile scientific evidence has not changed since this Court'

last order. The only updated information in the administrative record is the NMS's 2002 Biologcal

Opinion, which reviewed both the NRC Report and the 2001 Hardy Draft Report. Based on its analysis

, In determining whether the biological opinion prepared by th NMS is arbitrand capricious

or whether the BOR acted in an arbitrar and ca\Jricious manner in implementig flow levels, the Cour

declines to consider post-decisional informatIon, such as information regarding the cause of the

September 2002 fish kill, that was not par of the administrtive record in existence when the NMS

issued its 2002 Biological Opinion or when the BOR indicated tht it would follow the recommendations

in the NMFS' 2002 Biological Opinion. See Florida Power & Light Co. v. Lorion,470 U,S. 729, 743

(1985)("The focal point for judicial review should be the admnistrative record already in existence, not

some new record made initially' in the reviewing cour. ") However, the Cour finds it appropriate 

consider evidence of the fish kIll with respect to the Tribes' claim that the BOR's management of the

Klamath Project violated the United States' fiduciar duty to protect the Tribes' fishing rights. The

Tribes' claim for breach of fiduciar duty is legally distinct from claims that the NMS and the BOR

violated the ESA. When reviewing whether the NMFS and the BOR violated its trst responsibility 

the Tribes, the Cour reviews the NMFS and the BOR's actions under the same stadards tht this Court
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1 the NMS proposes that, in Phases I and ll, the BOR provide an amount of wate that meet or exceed

2 the amount recommended in the NRC Report, but tht are lower than the flows remmended by the

2001 Dra Hardy Report. Given the conficti and uncern scientific evidence regaring whether

4 increed flows will in fact benefit coho salmon, the Cour declines to fid that the BOR acted in an

5 arbitr and capricious mar in adoptig the short-te flow levels proposed in the NMS's 2002

6 Biological Opinion, the only study to have reviewed and incorprated the fings of both the NRC

Report and the 2001 Hary Draft Report.

4. Interim Relief

As indicate above, the eour fids the NMS' RPA and the accompanying ITS Statement

aritr and capricious, The Cour therefore REMASth 2002 Biological Opinion back to NMS

to amend the 2002 Biological Opinion to addrs the deficiencies noted in this order. However, the

Cour declines to vacate and set aside the 2002 Biological Opinion in the interim. While the Court

recognizes that when an agency promulgates a regulation tht is arbítr and capricious in violation 

the AP A the regulation is normally held to be invalid and therefore set aside, " when equity demds

the regulation can be left in place while the agen follows the necessaI procedurs. Idao Fan

ureau ration v. abbit 58 F.3d 1392, 1405 (9th Cir. 1995), In the instant case, as addressed

would employ in determining whether a private fiduciar had breched its duty of trt. See Assiniboine

and S ux Tri es of rt Pec Indian sera tlQtlv. Board..1 and Gas Conservati9n of State.Q

ntaa 792 F .2d 782, 794 (9t Cir. 1986). Therefore, Ulike the Cour's review of whethr the NMS

and the BaR's action violated the ESA, review performd under the aritr and ricious stadad

of the M A and limite to the adminstrative record, the Cour is not lited to the adnistrtive reCQrd

when anyzing whether the BOR and the NMS breached their fiduciar duty to the Tribes.

Plainti request tht the eour enjoin the BOR frm mag irrgation diversions at the

Klamath Proj ect unless flows in the Klamath River below Iron Gate Dam meet 100% of the higher flow

levels tht were proposed by NMS in NMFS' May 16, 2002 biologica opinion. However, the

dr biological opinon is only a draf opinion. In formulting the draf biological opinion, as well 

the final 2002 biological opinion, NMFS considered the fidings of th NRe Reprt and the 200 Hady

Dra Report. Ultimately, in its final biological opinion, the NMS concluded that lower flow levels

than proposed in the May 16, 2002 draft opinion would be sufcient to avoid jeopary to the coho

salmon, The NMS was not reuired "to pick the best alternative or the one th would most effectively

protect [the species] ftomjeopardy.Lake Mea 143 FJd at 523. Similarly, the BaR need not have

adopted flows tht would most effectively protet th coho salmon frm jeopardy. To full its

substative obligation under the ESA, the BOR must simply have adopte an action tht complies with

the jeopary stadad arculate in the ESA. In the intant case, based on the conflctg stte of

scientific evidence, the BOR did not act in an arbitrar and capricious matter by adoptig proposed flow

rates that are supported by the NMFS' 2002 Biological Opinion and the NRC Report the best available

science at the time.
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1 above, the short-term and long-term flow rates proposed in the 2002 Biological Opinion are not arbitrar

and capricious and are fully consistent with the curent state of the best available science. II The eour

3 finds the RP A invalid due to its improper reliance on actions by private and state third pares to achieve

4 the long-term flow levels. However, under the RP A, thrd paries are not expected to contrbute to the

5 long-term flow levels until 20 O. Until tht time, the RP relies solely on the BOR to provide the short-

term flow levels. Since the eourt finds tht the short-term flow levels are not arbitr and capricious

and that the problematic aspect of the RP A is not implicated until 2010, the Cour fmds it appropriate

8 to leave the 2002 Biological Opinion in place until the NMFS issues a revised biological opinion that

comport with the requirements discussed in this Order.

10 Il. Motions for Summary Judement on the Tribes Claim for Breach of Fiduciary Dutv

Standard of Review

12 Under Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 56, sumar judgment is wated against par who

13 "fails to make a showing suffcient to establish the existence ofan elemet essential to that parts case,

14 and on which tht par wil bear the burden of proof at tral." Celotex Corp. v. eatrett, 477 U.S. 317

15 322-23 (1986). The par moving for summary judgment bear the initial burden of demonstrting the

16 "absence of a genuine issue of material fact. .M at 323. If the movant meets ths burden, the

17 nonmoving part must come forward with specific facts demonstrting a genuine factual issue for tral.

18 Matsus ec. Indus. eo.. Ltd. v. Zenith Radio Corp., 475 U.S, 574 587 (1986).

19 There is no issue for tral unless there is sufficjent evidence favorig the nonmoving par for

20 a jury to return a verdict for that part. Anderson v. Libert Lobby, Inc..477 U.S. 242 249 (1986).

21 Thus, an opposition which fails to identify and reference triable facts is insuffcient to preclude the

22 Cour's granting of a properly supported summary judgment motion. See Nilsson. Robbins. Dal

23 Ber ner earson & Wurst v. Louisiana drolec, 854 F.2d 1538, 1545 (9th Cir. 1988) (per curiam).

24 Nonetheless, any inferences to be drawn from the: fa,cts must be viewed in a light most favorable to the

25 par opposing the motion. Matsushita, 475 U.S. at 587.

1\ Indeed, the Final Biological Opinion appears to be the best available science, since it is the only

27 report tht has anlyzed both the NRC Report and the 2001 Hardy Draf Report. Prior to the issuance

of the Final Biological Opinion, the Cour found the NRC Report which recommends flow levels lower
28 than those recommended in the Final Biological Opinion, to be the best available science.
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B. Discussion

The Tribes argue that the BOR failed to provide adequate flow levels in the Klamath River in

August and September 2002, resulting in the September 2002 fish ki1 that occured on the lower

Klamth River, in violation of the United States' fiduciar duty to protect the Tribes' federal resered

fishing rightS. It is undisputed tht a fiduciar relationshp exists betWeen the Tribes and th BOR.

The Ninth Circuit has stated tht li the United States, as a trstee fo the Tnoes, has a responsibility 

m a footnote in its opening brief, Hoopa Valley Tribe assert that BOR violated the Magnuson-

Stevens Fiser Conservation an Management Act ("MSCMA"), 16 U.c. 1855(b)(4)(B), and its
trst responsibilty "by failng to consult with NMS by providing a wrtten assessment of the effects
of the Klamath Irgation Project on EFH [Essential Fish Habitat]." The Cour ordered supplemental
briefing from the Federal Defendants and Hoopa Valley Tribe on this issue. Based on the briefing
submitted by the pares, the Cour finds that the failure by the Federal Defendants to comply with the

procedural requirements of the MSCMA is not suffcient to establish a breach of fiduciar duty to the
Tribes.

The MSCMA envisions a three-step consultation process between the actng agency, the BOR,
and the NMFS. First, the acting agency "shall consult with the Secretary [NMFS] with respect to any

action authorized, fuded or underten or proposed,..tht may adversely affect any essential fish
habitat." Then, the Secretar shall "recommend to such agency measures that can be taen by such

agency to conserve such habitat." Finally, the action agency "shal provide a detailed response 
writig. . [which include s] a description of meaures proposed by the agency for avoiding, mItigating,
or offsetting the impact of the activity on such habitat." In the instant case, the Federa Defendants did

not follow this procedure. The BOR failed to approach the NMS for consultation. The NMS, relying
on other sources of information, prepared and issued its recommendation. The BOR indicated that it

would follow the NMFS' recommendation, but failed to provide a detailed response to the NMFS 

envisioned by the MSeMA. Hoopa Valley Trbe asserts that this failure to follow the procedures

outlined in the MSCMA is sufficient to establish a breach of fiduciar duty to the Tribes.
This Court disagrees. In United States v. Navajo Nation, 123 S.Ct. 1079 (2003), the Supreme

Cour indicated that to state a cognizable claim f(lr breach of trst based on a violation of a federal
statute , the Tribe must " identify a substantive soure oflaw tht establishes specific fiduciar or other

duties, and allege that th Government has failed faithfully to perform those duties. . at 1091. The

Cour furter provided that, although 'the undisputed existence of a generl trst relationship between

the United States and the Indian people' can 'reiforc[e]' the conclusion tht the relevant statute or

regulation imposes fiduciar duties, tht relationship alone is insuffcient" to support a claim for breach

of fiduciar duty based on violation of the starote. Although United States v. Navajo Nationwas

decided in the context of a claim for damages under the Indian Tucker Act, the eour fmds the reasoning
of Navaio Nation extends to any breach of trst claim by an Indian tribe premised upon the

Goverment' s Doncompliance with a federal statute. Here, the MSCMA does notitselfimpose fiduciar

duties on the Federal Government, since it does not expressly subject the United States to duties of

management and conservation with respect to Indian resources, and it does not specifically invest the

United States with discretionary authority to make use of Indian land proper held in trst. cr. United

States v. Mitchell,463 U.S. 206,224 (1983)(finding fiduciary duty where a statute and regulation gave

the United States "full responsibility to manage Indian resources and land for the benefit of the

Indians ); United States v. White Mountain ADache Tribe. 123 S,Ct. 1126 (2003)(finding a fiduciar

duty where the statute invested the United States Hwith discretiona authority to make direct 
portions ofthe trst corpus ). Accordingly, any procedur violations of the MSCMA are insuffcIent

to establish as a matter of law that the Federal Goverment breached its fiduciar obligations to the

Tribes.
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protect their rights and resources...[and because BOR] maintain control of the Dam, it has a

responsibilty to diver the water and resources needed to fulfill the Tribes' rights, rights that tae

precedence over any alleged rights of the Irrigators." Klamath er Users Protecive A v. Patt

204 F.3d 1206, 1213-1214 (9th Cir. 1999), As th Tribes' fiduciar, the United States "is held to strct

stadads and is required to exercise the greatest care in administerig its trst obligations. Cour

judging the actons of federal offcials taen puruant to their trst relationships with the Indian

therefore should apply the same trst priciples that govern the conduct of private fiduciares. 

Assiniboine and Sioux Tribes of Fort Peck Indian Reseration v. Board of Oil and Gas Conservation 

State of Montana, 792 F.2d 782, 794 (9th Cír. 1986). In order for the Court to grant summary judgment

on the Tribesclaims, the Cour must fmd tht no genuine issue of material fact exists regardig whether

the BOR breached its fiduciary duty to the Tribt"$ in its operation of the Klamath Project.

The Tribes have pointed to several documents in support of their position that the BOR'

operation of the Klamth Project resulted in the September 2002 fish kill, evidence that the Tribes argue

establishes a breach of fiduciar duty: 1) a declaration by Michael Belchik, the Yurok Tribes senior

biologist2) a report by the California Departent ofFish and Game entitled "September 2002 Klamath

River Fish Kill: Preliminar Analysis of Contributig Factors" ("CDG Report), and 3) a report prepared

by the FWS and members of the Trinity River Restoration Program entitled "Averng another adult

salmonid die-off--A case for using an emergency allocation of Triity River water, and possible

scenarios to induce migration of Triity River Fish through the lower Klamath River" (the "Federa

20 Report"

21 Mr. Belchik, the Yurok Tribes biologist, declares tht he spent most of the week during the fish

22 kil on the Klamath River making observations, taing data, and taing pictUes. BeIchik Dec!. 

23 According to his research and obserations, Mr. Belchik concludes that the immediate cause of death

24 for the fish was massive infection. . at 9. To determine what caused th infecion, Mr. Be1chik

25 anlyzed several varables including river flow, ru size and timing, water temperatue, other water

26 quality parameters, and the presence of toxic chemicals. xg. Mr. Belchik concludes that a migration

27 delay, caused in substatial part by low flows in the Lower Klamath River, contrbuted to the 2002 fish

28 kil.
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The CDG Report concluded that "[t]he September 2002 fish kill was likely caused by a

combination of high densities of adult fish in the lower Klamath River (due to low flows and possibly

inadequate fish passage) and wann water temperatue conditions which are tyical for this time of year.

These conditions were favorable for a diseae outbreak...which are commonly present in the aquatic

environment. Flow maagement under the 2002 Biological Opinion (BO) [2002 Biological Opinion]

6 compared to the 2001 BO is the only major factor DFG can identify over the past two year that differs

7 substantially enough to have caused the 2002 fih kiIl...,DFG concludes tht low flows and other flow

8 related facors (e.g, fish passage and fish density) caused the 2002 fish kill on the lower Klamath River.

9 Furtermore, otthe conditions tht can cause or exacerbate a fish kill, flow is the only factor that can

be controlled to any degree. II Boyles Decl., Ex. C at 51-52.

11 Finally, the Federal Report indicates that the causative factors for the large scale fish die-off

12 "may have included a relatively large return of adult fish compared to recent years, and potential

13 behavioral or physical migrtion barers that resulted in high densities of adult fish in the lower river. 

14 Fraklin Decl., Ex. Eat 2. The Federal Report concludes that "providing additional Trinity River water

15 above nonnal water year flows may reduce fish densities in the lower Klamath and draw Trinity fish out

16 of the Klamath and into the Triily River. Id.

17 In opposition to the Tribesmotions for sumar judgment, 13 the Water Users have provided the

18 Cour with a declartion from David Vogel, a fisherie., scientist who previously worked for the FWS for

19 foureen years, for NMFS for one year, and has bee a consulting fisheries scientist for the past thirtn

20 years. Vogel Dec!. 1. Durg the late summer an early fall of 2002, Mr. Vogel conducted a field

22 The Water Users asser that the Tribes lack stading to assert a claim that BORis operation 

the Klamath Project violated their tribal fishing rights. The Water Users premie their argument on the

assertion that the Tribesinjur is not redressable througb the remedy the Tribes seek. The Tribes seek

a declaration that BOR violated the Tribes fishing rights in 2002 by failing to provide biologically
24 adequate stream flows, and an injunction requiring the BOR to operate the Project in the futue in a

manner that satisfies the Yurok Tribes fishing right. The Court finds that the Tribes' injuries are

25 redressable by tbe remedies sought. As with its operation of the Klamath Project in 2002, BOR has

indicated tht it wil operate the Klamath Project consistently with NMFS' 2002 Biological Opinion 
26 2003. Additionally, the Tribes have provided evidence that " ]onditions similar to those that exist

in the lower Klamath prior to and durng the die-ff are likely to occur again this summer." Franlm
27 Dee!., Ex. 
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investigation to assess water temperatues in th mai stem Klamth River to reseach "potential issues

arsing from natully dr hydrologic conditions and possible attendat effects of water temperatures 

fall-run Chinook salmon in the main ster Klamth River downstream of Irn Gate Dam." 14. at 16.

Mr. Vogel found that the most plausible reason for the fish kill was a combination of factors: a large

number of salmon entered the lower Klamath River earlier than usual and were exposed to two dramatic

an uncharacteristic cooling and waring conditions that were chronically and cuulatively stressful

to fish; and at the same time, river conditions in the upper Klamath River were unsuitably war for

salmon because the normal seasonal cooling trend had not yet occurred. . at 28. In Mr. Vogel's

opinion, the operations of Irn Gate Dam during the summer and fall of2002 did not cause and could

not have prevented the fish kil in the lower Klamath River. . at 29.

In his Declaration, Mr. Vogel challenges both Mr. Belchik's conclusion and the conclusions 

the eDG Report with respect to the cause of the fish kill. Mr. Vogel contends that Mr. Belchik'

conclusion that the large salmon ru and low Iron Gate dam flows explain the salmon kill in 2002 is

improper, since in the year 1988, there was a much larger salmon ru than in 2002, and the flows in the

lower Klamath River were similar to those observed in 2002, yet there was no resulting fish kil. . at

24. Mr. Vogel additionally challenges the CDFG's report on the grounds tht it contains severa major

errors. . at 28. Specifically, Mr. Vogel assert that the CDFG used inappropiate monthly average

air temperatues and water temperatue to derve their conclusions, and the CDFG incorrecty plotted

water temperature data in the area of the fish kil. . Mr. Vogel asser that if CDFG had correctly

plotted the data, it would have shown a sudden increase in water temperatues durng the period when

large numbers of salmon were present in the lower river and died. 

Based on the conflctig evidence presented by the partes regarding the cause of the fish kil,

the Cour fmds that a trable issue of fact exists as to whether the BOR breached itS fiduciar duty to the

Tribes though its operation of the Klamth Project Accordingly, the partes ' motions for summar

judgment with respect to the Tribes' claim for breach of fiduciar duty are DENIE.

26 IV. Conclusion

27 For the foregoing reasons, the Court hereby DECLARES that the RP A and ITS Statement

28 contained in the NMFS2002 Biological Opinion are arbitr and capricious, and therefore the NMFS'
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1 2002 Biological Opinion is in violation of the Endangered Species Act. Accordingly, the Court

REMANS the 2002 Biological Opinion to the NMFS with instrctions to amend th 2002 Biological

3 Opinion to addrss the deficiencies noted in this Order. The 2002 Biological Opinion shal remain 

place until the NMFS issues an amended biological opinon. The eour fuer DECLARS tht the

5 BORis decision to adopt the measures suggested in the RP A for the years 2002 and 2003 is not arbitrar

and capricious. Accordingly, PJaintiffs' request for injunctive relief is DENID.

IT IS FURTHER ORDERED THAT the pares ' motions for summar judgment with respect

to th Tribes' claims for breach of fiduciar duty are DENID.

IT IS FURTHER ORDERD THT the paries shall appear telephonically for a case

10 management conference on Thursdav. Jul)' 31. 2003 at 3:30 p. The pares shll meet and confer

11 prior to the conference and shall prepare ajoint Case Management Conference Statement which shal

12 be filed no later than ten (10) days prior to the Case Management Conference. Counel for the Federal

13 Defendants shall be responsible for tiing the statement as well as aranging the conference call. 

14 parties shal be on the line and shall call (510) 637-3559 at the above indicated date and time,

15 IT IS SO ORDERED.

Dated: 'I'" SAUNDRA BRO ARSTRONG
United States Distrct Judge


